Endorsement: PHILLIP SCHRANK for Treasurer

This is an endorsement of Phillip Schrank for the position of KOTESOL national treasurer. I have known Phillip since he became a member of the Gwangju-Jeonnam Chapter of KOTESOL. He is a very conscientious teacher and KOTESOL member. He is meticulous and trustworthy, traits requisite of a national treasurer. Phillip is quite devoted to KOTESOL as witnessed by his roles on various International Conference Committees, as a Gwangju-Jeonnam Chapter treasurer, and as national treasurer, a position he served in for over two years previously.

As I have myself served in the position of national treasurer for numerous years, I can affirm that the duties of the treasurer are time-consuming and exacting, and they only become more so with time. The position of treasurer entails having a precis set of accounting and banking skills, and a love of numbers. During his previous service as KOTESOL treasurer, Phillip has demonstrated that he possesses these qualities in abundance, and is prepared to make the time commitment once again. I consider KOTESOL to be fortunate to have Phillip making himself available to serve as our treasurer once more.

The character of a financial officer is likely more scrutinized than that of any other officer in an organization. For those of you who may not know Phillip personally, I can vouch for his trustworthiness. He is most dependable, ethical, and deliberate. I feel that KOTESOL’s funds will continue to be very safe and secure overseen of Phillip Schrank as KOTESOL national treasurer. Accordingly, I wholeheartedly endorse his candidacy for the office of treasurer.

September 20, 2019

Sincerely,

Korea TESOL President
Gwangju International Center Board Chair
Email: ChosunU@yahoo.com  ||  shaffer.david@gmail.com
Mobile: 010-5068-9179